DIRECTOR GENERAL's KEYNOTE

Dear Reader,
Workload affects us all and, as this edition highlights, many factors affect
the workload of controllers and could potentially have an impact upon
performance – most importantly, upon safety. So it is useful to step
back a little, to see how European ATM is changing and to consider what
impact this might have for controllers.
Some of the changes are very clear. For example, traffic is starting to
grow again and this growth is expected to continue, with our latest
medium term forecast predicting an average annual growth rate of 2.1%
over the next seven years; this means that by 2021 we will see an extra
2.5 million flights a year, with particularly rapid growth in south east
Europe.
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We are also seeing more aircraft flying at higher flight levels, even for
short/medium haul flights. This will change the distribution of aircraft
in Europe’s airspace and will also mean more climbing and descending.
Another big change is the adoption of Free Routes Airspace (FRA), which
is being progressively introduced, both geographically and also timewise, with FRA being made available not just at night and/or at weekends
but more generally throughout the week.
The tools available to controllers are changing. For example, although
datalink has had a slow start, we can expect to see it being used much
more widely as we overcome some of the problems initially encountered.
We will need it in order to cope with higher traffic levels and also in
order to achieve some of the performance enhancements envisaged.
The SESAR operational concept is very clearly one which is based on the
extensive sharing of real time data and datalink is a significant first step.
This concept will also bring much greater predictability. We are already
seeing much better information from airports on exactly when aircraft
will depart, both as part of the Airport Collaborative Decision Making
programme and also as a result of the rollout of the Advanced Tower
concept for other airports. This will be very important to our efforts to
enhance the capacity and efficiency of the network as a whole.
The structure of ATM is also changing, with a greater realisation that
the traditional model of each individual ANSP doing everything itself is
outdated and is not the most efficient or cost-effective approach. So we
will see more services being performed centrally, being jointly operated
or being jointly procured. Not everything needs to be housed in the
same building and we are even seeing the concepts of remote towers or
virtual centres being explored.
All this change means that it is particularly important to review
constantly the human part of ATM and, in particular, the role of the
controllers, who are at the heart of ensuring safety in Europe’s skies.
How will the way they work be affected? Will the resulting workload
be sustainable and safe? What can be done to help? I am sure that
this edition of Hindsight will be valuable to all of us faced with these
questions.
Frank Brenner
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